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We study the off-equilibrium dynamics of the three-dimensional Ising spin glass in the presence of an external
magnetic field. We have performed simulations both at fixed temperature and with an annealing protocol.
Thanks to the Janus special-purpose computer, based on FPGAs, we have been able to reach times equivalent
to 0.01 seconds in experiments. We have studied the system relaxation both for high and for low temperatures,
clearly identifying a dynamical transition point. This dynamical temperature is strictly positive and depends
on the external applied magnetic field. We discuss different possibilities for the underlying physics, which
include a thermodynamical spin-glass transition, a mode-coupling crossover or an interpretation reminiscent of
the random first-order picture of structural glasses.
PACS numbers: 75.50.Lk, 75.40.Mg
I. INTRODUCTION
The glass transition is a ubiquitous but still mysterious phe-
nomenon in condensed matter physics [1–3]. Indeed, many
materials display a dramatic increase in their relaxation times
when cooled down to their glass temperature Tg. Exam-
ples include fragile molecular glasses, polymers, colloids or,
more relevant here, disordered magnetic alloys named spin
glasses [4]. The dynamic slowing down is not accompanied
by dramatic changes in structural or thermodynamic proper-
ties. In spite of this, quite general arguments suggest that
the sluggish dynamics must be correlated with an increasing
length scale [5]. This putative length scale can be fairly dif-
ficult to identify (a significant amount of research has been
devoted to this problem, see, e.g., [6–8]).
In this context, spin glasses are unique for a number of rea-
sons. To start with, they provide the only example of a mate-
rial for which it is widely accepted that the sluggish dynamics
is due to a thermodynamic phase transition at a critical tem-
perature Tc = Tg [9–11]. This phase transition is continu-
ous, and the time-reversal symmetry of the system is sponta-
neously broken at Tc.
Spin glasses are also remarkable because special tools are
available for their investigation. On the experimental side,
time-dependent magnetic fields are a very flexible tool to
probe their dynamic response, which can be very accurately
measured with a SQUID (for instance, see [12]). For very
low applied magnetic fields, one can measure glassy mag-
netic domains of a diameter up to ξ ∼ 100 lattice spac-
ings [13, 14], much larger than any length scale identified for
structural glasses [8]. On the theoretical side, spin glasses
are simple to model, which greatly eases numerical simu-
lation. In fact, special-purpose computers have been built
for the simulation of spin glasses [15–19]. In particular, the
Janus computer [17, 18] has allowed us to simulate the non-
equilibrium dynamics from picoseconds to a tenth of a sec-
ond [19, 20], which has resulted in detailed connections be-
tween non-equilibrium dynamics at finite times and equilib-
rium physics in finite systems [21, 22] (see also [23]).
Now, Mean Field provides compelling motivation to inves-
tigate spin glasses in an externally applied magnetic field. Al-
though a magnetic field explicitly breaks time-reversal sym-
metry, it has been shown that a phase transition should still
occur when cooling the mean-field spin glass in an external
field [24–26], which leads us to expect a sophisticated and
still largely unexplored behavior for short-range spin glasses.
In this respect, we remark as well an intriguing suggestion
by Moore, Drossel and Fullerton. These authors speculate
that the spin glass in a field sets the universality class for the
structural-glass transition [27, 28] (the statement is supposed
to hold in d = 3 spatial dimensions; spatial dimensionality is
crucial).
However, two major problems hamper further progress: (i)
the mean-field theory, which is expected to be accurate above
the upper critical dimension d > du = 6, predicts a rather
different behavior for spin and structural glasses; (ii) the be-
havior of spin glasses in a field in d = 3 is the matter of a
lively controversy. We now address each issue separately.
Regarding the first problem, we note that the standard
mean-field model for structural glasses is the p-spin glass
2model, with p-body interactions [29, 30] (for odd p, the time-
reversal symmetry is explicitly broken). In the mean-field ap-
proximation, the odd-p models display a dynamic phase tran-
sition in their paramagnetic phase. Reaching thermal equi-
librium becomes impossible in the temperature range Tc <
T < Tg. The dynamic transition at Tg is identical to the ideal
Mode Coupling transition of supercooled liquids [31]. The
thermodynamic phase transition at Tc is analogous to the ideal
Kauzmann thermodynamic glass transition [3]. The thermo-
dynamic transition is very peculiar: although it is of the sec-
ond order (in the Ehrenfest sense), the spin-glass order param-
eter jumps discontinuously at Tc from zero to a non-vanishing
value. On the other hand, for spin glasses in a field, mean-field
theory predicts a single transition (i.e., Tc = Tg) and an order
parameter that behaves continuously as a function of temper-
ature.
However, mean-field theory is accurate only in high-enough
spatial dimensions, d > du = 6, hence it is legitimate to won-
der about our three-dimensional world. In fact, the ideal Mode
Coupling transition is known to be only a crossover for su-
percooled liquids. The power-law divergences predicted by
Mode Coupling theory hold when the equilibration time lies
in the range 10−13 s < τ < 10−5 s. Fitting to those power-
laws, one obtains a Mode Coupling temperature TMC. How-
ever, τ is finite at TMC (typically TMC is 10% larger than the
glass temperature Tg where τ ∼ 104 seconds). A theory for
a thermodynamic glass transition at Tc < Tg has been put
forward [32–35], but it has still not been validated (however,
see [36]).
Regarding now our second problem, we recall that whether
spin glasses in a magnetic field undergo a phase transition has
been a long-debated and still open question. There are mainly
two conflicting theories. The above mentioned mean-field pic-
ture is the replica symmetry breaking (RSB) theory [25]. On
the other hand, the droplet theory [37–40] predicts that the
system’s behavior is akin to that of a disguised ferromagnet
(i.e., no phase transition in a field). Recent exponents of this
controversy are [41–43]. We elaborate on concrete predictions
by both theories in Section II C. For now, we note that recent
numerical simulations in d = 3 did not find the thermody-
namic transition predicted by mean-field [44, 45]. Experimen-
tal studies have been conducted as well, with conflicting con-
clusions [46–49]. Up to now, a transition has been found only
numerically, in four dimensions (note that 4 < du = 6) [50].
A different numerical approach has consisted in the study of
Levy graphs: one-dimensional systems where the interaction
decays with distance as a power-law J(r) ∼ 1/raˆ [51]. It has
been suggested that the critical behavior in d spatial dimen-
sions can be matched with that of a Levy graph with an ap-
propriate choice of the decay exponent aˆ. The spin-glass tran-
sition has been investigated in this way, both with and without
an externally applied magnetic field. The latest result within
this approach suggests that the de Almeida-Thouless line is
present in four spatial dimensions, but not in three dimen-
sions [52]. However, it has been pointed out that the match-
ing between the decay exponent aˆ and the spatial dimension
d changes when a magnetic field is applied [53], a possibility
not considered in [52].
Our scope here is to explore the dynamical behavior of
d = 3 spin glasses in a field using the Janus computer. We
shall study lattices of size L = 80, where we expect finite-size
effects to be negligible [19]. Our time scales will range from
1 picosecond (i.e., one Monte Carlo full lattice sweep [4]) to
0.01 seconds. Hence, if the analogy with structural glasses
holds, we should be able to identify the Mode Coupling
crossover. Our study will be eased by the rather deep theo-
retical knowledge of the relevant correlation functions [54].
Hence, we shall be able to correlate the equilibration time τ
with the correlation length ξ.
The layout of the remaining part of this work is as follows.
In Section II we describe the model and our observables and
we give an overview of the different theoretical pictures that
have been put forward to explain the dynamics of the spin
glass in a field. We pay particular attention to the specific
predictions for the observables that we are going to study
(Sections II C and Section II D). In Section III we describe
the different protocols that we have considered (simulating a
direct quench and annealings with different temperature varia-
tion rates). Next, in Section III B, we turn our attention to the
crucial and delicate issue of identifying intrinsic time scales
in the dynamics.
Once this foundation has been laid, we delve into the
physical analysis and interpretation of our results. First, we
consider the high-temperature regime, where our simulations
reach equilibrium, in Section IV. We thus try to approach the
critical region from above. Afterwards, in Section V, we study
the low-temperature regime, where the relaxation times are
much longer than our simulations (perhaps infinite). We con-
sider two complementary approaches: in Section V A we try
the simplest ansatz for a low-temperature behavior compati-
ble with a RSB spin-glass transition, while in Section V B we
assume from the outset that no transition occurs. The spatial
correlation of the system is studied in Section VI, where we
carry out a direct analysis of the correlation length. Finally, in
Section VII we present our conclusions, evaluating the differ-
ent physical scenarios on the light of our data.
We also include two appendices: one describing some de-
tails of our implementation and the other presenting a more
detailed look at the correlation functions.
II. MODEL, OBSERVABLES AND THE DROPLET-RSB
CONTROVERSY
In Section II A we describe the model that we have simu-
lated. The observables that we consider are defined in Sec-
tion II B. At that point, we will be ready to describe the differ-
ent predictions of the droplet and RSB theories in Section II C.
However, it has been recently suggested that spin-glass on a
field behave just as supercooled liquids [27, 28]. The current
theoretical predictions for supercooled liquids do not quite
match neither the droplet nor the RSB theories for spin glasses
on a field. Hence, we briefly recall those predictions in Sec-
tion II D.
3A. Model
We have studied a three-dimensional cubic lattice system
with volume V = L3 (L is the linear size) and periodic bound-
ary conditions. On every node of the lattice there is an Ising
spin σx and nearest neighbors are joined by couplings Jxy .
The spins are dynamic variables, while the couplings Jxy are
fixed during the simulation (this is the so-called quenched dis-
order [55]). The couplings are independent random variables:
Jxy = ±1 with 50% probability. We also include a local mag-
netic field hx on every node. The magnetic field is Gaussianly
distributed with zero mean and variance H2. The Hamiltonian
of the model is
H = −
∑
〈x ,y〉
Jxyσxσy −
∑
x
hxσx , (1)
where 〈x , y〉 means sum over nearest neighbors. A given re-
alization of couplings, Jxy , and an external field, hx , defines
a sample. All of our results will be averaged over many sam-
ples.
It is important to realize that both the Hamiltonian (1) and
the probability distribution functions (pdf) for the couplings
and the magnetic field are invariant under a gauge symmetry.
Let be ǫx = ±1 be arbitrary site-dependent signs. The gauge
symmetry is
σx → ǫxσx , hx → ǫx hx , Jxy → ǫx ǫy Jxy . (2)
The observables defined in Section II B must be invariant un-
der this symmetry. As explained in the literature (see, e.g.,
[20, 21]), one forms gauge-invariant observables by consider-
ing real replicas, namely copies of the system that evolve in-
dependently under the same coupling constants and magnetic
fields. In particular, we consider four replicas per sample.
The model (1) has been simulated on the Janus special-
purpose computer [17, 18, 56, 57]. Janus’ limited memory
does not allow us to study one independent, real-valued mag-
netic field per site hx . We circumvented the problem using
Gauss-Hermite integration [58]. Details of our implemen-
tation, as well as comparison with PC simulations for real-
valued hx , can be found in Appendix A.
From the theoretical point of view, two main and contradic-
tory theoretical predictions for the finite-dimensional model
in an external magnetic field can be found in the literature:
the droplet theory (DT) and the Replica Symmetry Breaking
theory (RSB).
In the droplet framework, the H = 0 spin-glass phase is
destroyed by any magnetic field, however small: there is only
a paramagnetic phase [38–40].
Instead, in the RSB construction, the spin-glass phase re-
mains in the presence of small magnetic fields. The boundary
of this spin-glass phase with the paramagnetic phase is called
the de Almeida-Thouless (dAT) line [25, 26].
Finally, we can summarize briefly the main analytical re-
sults obtained up to date. Renormalization Group (RG) stud-
ies, assuming that the longitudinal and anomalous sectors are
degenerate (see below for more details) have failed to find a
fixed point [59]. The upper critical dimension in this approach
turns out to be just six as in absence of a magnetic field (how-
ever, some observables change their mean-field behavior just
at and below eight dimensions due to the appearance of dan-
gerous irrelevant variables in the RG [60]).
The lack of stable fixed points below six dimensions could
be due to the absence of a phase transition, the presence of a
first-order phase transition or the limitations of the perturba-
tive approach used (e.g., there might be a stable fixed point
for higher orders of the perturbative expansion). These com-
putations [59] have been performed enforcing that the number
of replicas, n, of the effective field theory be zero, which im-
plies the above cited degeneration between the anomalous and
longitudinal sectors of the theory.
However, [61] started using the most general Hamiltonian
compatible with the symmetries of a replica symmetric phase
and relaxed the n = 0 condition, so the longitudinal and
anomalous sectors are no longer degenerate. In this work sta-
ble fixed points were found below six dimensions. In addition,
in a more recent work [62], the AT line was computed in di-
mensions slightly below the upper critical dimension (d . 6)
(see also [42]). Notice that in all these analytical studies the
phase transition (if it exists) is approached from the paramag-
netic phase. Hence, the only information about the structure
of a tentative spin-glass phase in finite dimensions is just that
of mean field.
B. Observables
We are going to consider the temporal evolution of dif-
ferent physical quantities in simulation protocols with tem-
perature variation. To this end, we define ttot as the total
time elapsed during the simulation (measured in Monte Carlo
Sweeps, MCS, i.e., updates of the whole lattice) and the wait-
ing time tw as the total time elapsed since the last change of
temperature. When this distinction is not important, we use t
as a generic time variable.
First, a couple of useful definitions of local quantities. On
every node x of the lattice we have the local overlap:
qx (t) = σ(1)x (t)σ(2)x (t) , (3)
where the superscripts are the replica indices. The total over-
lap is written as
q(t) = 1
V
∑
x
qx (t) , (4)
where (· · · ) means sample average (over the J’s and h’s), and
V = L3 is the total number of spins in the lattice.
In addition, we have focused in this work on the magnetic
energy defined as
Emag(t) = 1V
∑
x
hxσx (t) . (5)
and
W(t) = 1 − T Emag(t)/H2 . (6)
4We note that if the magnetic field is Gaussian distributed, the
following identity is fulfilled in thermal equilibrium:
W = 〈q〉 . (7)
To derive Eq. (7) integrate by parts the term hx e−h2x /(2H2)
that appears on the disorder average for Emag, and recall
the equilibrium fluctuation-dissipation relation d〈sx 〉/dhx =
(1 − 〈sx 〉2)/T .
Both q(t) and W(t) disregard the spatial dependence. To
address this issue, we should consider correlation functions.
In a magnetic field, one may consider three different correla-
tors G1, G2 and G3 at equal time. The three of them can be
computed with four replicas:
G1(r , t) = 1V
∑
x
〈σx (t)σx+r (t)〉2
=
1
V
∑
x
〈σ(1)x (t)σ(1)x+r (t)σ(2)x (t)σ(2)x+r (t)〉 , (8)
G2(r , t) = 1V
∑
x
〈σx (t)σx+r (t)〉〈σx (t)〉〈σx+r (t)〉
=
1
V
∑
x
〈σ(1)x (t)σ(1)x+r (t)σ(2)x (t)σ(3)x+r (t)〉 , (9)
G3(r , t) = 1V
∑
x
〈σx (t)〉2〈σx+r (t)〉2 (10)
=
1
V
∑
x
〈σ(1)x (t)σ(2)x+r (t)σ(3)x (t)σ(4)x+r (t)〉 .
To gain statistics, we average over all the replica-index per-
mutations that yield the same expectation values in the above
equations.
Now, because of the magnetic field, none of the correlators
G1, G2 and G3 tend to zero for large r , hence one needs to de-
fine connected correlators. This problem was faced long ago,
and the answer is in the three basic propagator of the repli-
cated field theory namely the longitudinal (GL), anomalous
(GA) and replicon (GR) (see [24, 59]):
GR = G1 − 2G2 +G3 , (11)
GL = G1 + 2(n − 2)G2 + 12(n − 2)(n − 3)G3 , (12)
GA = G1 + (n − 4)G2 − (n − 3)G3 , (13)
where n is the number of replicas of the effective replica field
theory (n should not be confused with the number of real
replicas that we hold fixed to four). Quenched disorder is re-
covered from replica field theory in the limit n → 0. In this
limit, Eqs. (11, 12, 13) yield the replicon
GR(r , t) = 1V
∑
x
(〈σx (t)σx+r (t)〉 − 〈σx (t)〉〈σx+r (t)〉)2 ,
(14)
while GA and GL coalesce in the limit to a single propagator:
GL = GA = G1 − 4G2 + 3G3 , (15)
(strictly speaking, replica field theory applies only to equi-
librium; the reader will forgive us for borrowing the natural
equilibrium definitions for our dynamic computation at finite
t).
Having in our hands two correlation functions (replicon and
longitudinal/anomalous), it is natural to compute the associ-
ated susceptibilities
χ(t) =
∫
d3r C(r, t) , (16)
where C stands for any of the correlators introduced in this
section.
At finite tw, correlations surely are sizeable only within
some characteristic correlation length ξ(tw). If one expects
a typical scaling form for such correlators
C(r ) ∼ f (r/ξ(tw))
ra
, (17)
where f is some long-distance cutoff function, it is natural to
extract the correlation length from integral estimators [19, 20]
ξk,k+1(tw) ≡ Ik+1(tw)Ik(tw) ∝ ξ(tw) . (18)
where
Ik(tw) ≡
∫ L/2
0
dr rkC(r, tw) . (19)
The r in Eq. (19) is a shorthand for r = (r, 0, 0) and permu-
tations. The signal-to-noise ratio is increased if one imposes
a long-distance cutoff in Eq. (19). In particular, we stop in-
tegrating when the relative error in C(r, tw) grows larger than
1/3 (we can estimate the effect of the tail with an exponential
extrapolation, although this is a very minor effect, see [20] and
Appendix B 1).
Notice that a similar method can be used to obtain estima-
tors for the susceptibility. Assuming isotropy (see [20]) we
can write Eq. (16) as
χ(t) = 4π
∫ L/2
0
dr r2C(r, t) = 4πI2(t), (20)
which can be computed with the long-distance cutoff.
Finally, let us mention that quantities such as C(r, tw), due to
the slow temporal evolution and the strong sample-to-sample
fluctuations, turn out to be very rugged functions of tw. This is
particularly bad for the computation of ξ12, since it can have
an unpredictable effect on the cutoff. In order to avoid this
problem, we perform a temporal binning, averaging C(r, tw)
in blocks of 4 consecutive times and considering it as a func-
tion of the geometrical mean of the times in each block. This
smoothing procedure yields a significant error reduction.
C. The droplet versus RSB controversy in terms of our
observables
We summarize here the major differences among the pre-
dictions from the droplet and RSB theories with an emphasis
on the quantities defined in Section II B. We discuss as well
5the different predictions for the characteristic time scale for
equilibration, τ (see Section III B). As we shall see, the pre-
dictions of the droplet theory are more detailed, hence let us
start there.
1. Predictions from the droplet theory
According to the droplet theory, there is no phase transition
in a field. This means that the long-time and large-system lim-
its, tw → ∞ and L → ∞, can be taken in any order. In this
work, we will always take first the limit of large L (because
L ≫ ξ(tw) in our simulations, see [19]). Thus, it is a conse-
quence of the droplet picture that Eq. (7) should always hold
for large lattices and then large times.
The physics at low temperatures is predicted to be ruled
by a fixed point at T = H = 0 [38, 40]. Temperature is an
irrelevant scaling field, while the magnetic field is relevant.
The scaling dimensions would be
yT = −θ , (21)
yH =
d − 2θ
2
, (22)
where θ is the droplet stiffness exponent and d is the space
dimension (d = 3 in this work). Therefore, the correlation
length is predicted to remain finite for all positive tempera-
tures, even in the limit tw → ∞. A scaling law follows from
Eqs. (21,22), which should hold at least for small temperatures
and magnetic fields:
ξ(T, H) = 1
H2/(d−2θ)
F(T H2θ/(d−2θ)) . (23)
F(x) is a scaling function, which is supposed to remain
bounded when x → 0.
As for the dynamics, the droplet prediction is that it is of
the activated type, with a typical barrier of order ξΨ [Ψ is a
second droplet exponent which should satisfy θ ≤ Ψ ≤ (d −
1) [40]]. Hence, since ξ is expected to remain bounded at
all temperatures, the dynamics is predicted to be of Arrhenius
type
τ ∝ exp
[
ξΨ (T, H)
T
]
. (24)
Of course, if ξ grows significantly with T for some tem-
perature interval, Eq. (24) would predict an apparent super-
Arrhenius behavior.
Now, in order to make some use of Eqs. (23,24), it is
mandatory to have an estimate for the exponents θ and Ψ . For
the barrier exponent Ψ , we may quote an experimental deter-
mination on the Ising system Fe0.5Mn0.5TiO3, Ψ ∼ 0.03 [14].
As for the θ exponent, we are aware of two types of com-
putations. On the one hand, the properties of ground states
have been analyzed. The comparison of periodic and antiperi-
odic boundary conditions yields θ ∼ 0.2 [63, 64], the most
recent value being θ = 0.24(1) [65]. However, excitations of
much lower energy, low enough in fact as to suggest θ = 0,
have been identified with fixed boundary conditions [66, 67].
On the other hand, one may address the computation of θ in
a rather more direct way, by considering the behavior of the
spatial correlation functions. This approach yields θ = 0.61(8)
[the error estimate contains both statistical and systematic ef-
fects, see Eq. (11.64) in [68] and the related discussion].
Given this disparate range for the estimations of exponent θ,
we shall use both θ = 0.24 and θ = 0.61 when trying to assess
Eq. (23).
2. Predictions from the RSB theory
The RSB theory is based on the solution of a mean-field
model (the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model). Extending the
theory below its upper critical dimension du = 6 is problem-
atic, as explained in Section II A. Hence, it is not simple to
guess which of the properties of the mean-field solution will
remain valid in d = 3.
Maybe the most prominent feature of the mean-field solu-
tion is the resilience of the spin-glass transition to an external
magnetic field (at least, this is the property that justifies writ-
ing this separate paragraph). The RSB theory expects a diver-
gence of the correlation length at Tc(H), the locus of the de
Almeida-Thouless line, in the form of a power law:
ξ(T, H) ∝ 1|T − Tc(H)|ν , (25)
Consequently, the relaxation time should diverge at Tc(H). It
may do so in the form of critical slowing down:
τ ∝ ξz , (26)
which defines the dynamic critical exponent, z. This is consis-
tent with the mean-field analysis of the dynamics [69]. How-
ever, it is possible that the relevant fixed point be at T = 0, yet,
at variance with the droplet theory, at a finite magnetic field Hc
(see Figure 1 in [42]). This is precisely the situation encoun-
tered in the random-field Ising model (see, e.g., [70]), which
suggests that an activated dynamics, as in Eq. (24), might ap-
ply instead of (26).
At any rate, a defining feature of the RSB picture is the non-
triviality for the probability distribution of the spin overlap q,
Eq. (4). If, for T < Tc(H), one takes first the limit of large
times tw → ∞ and only afterwards lets L → ∞, all values
of the overlap in an interval qmin ≤ q ≤ qmax can be found.
Now, we shall be studying the problem with the reverse order
of limits (i.e., first L → ∞, and only afterwards tw → ∞).
Since our simulations will start from a disordered state, with
q = 0, for temperatures below the dAT line one expects
lim
tw→∞
q(tw) = qmin . (27)
From Eqs. (27) and (7) one can conclude:
lim
tw→∞
(
W(tw) − q(tw)) = 〈q〉 − qmin . (28)
In the droplet model, the rhs of the previous equation is just
zero, while it is non-zero in a RSB spin-glass phase.
6D. A new scenario: supercooled liquids
Probably, the most successful theory for supercooled liquid
dynamics is the Mode-Coupling theory (MCT) [31, 71]. This
is a very rich theory, with many predictions. We shall content
ourselves by recalling the results most directly relevant to our
discussion.
It is now well understood that MCT is a Landau-like or clas-
sical theory [72–74]. As such, it is exact above eight spatial
dimensions. In our d = 3 world, MCT is adequate only at
high temperatures. Upon lowering the temperature, the corre-
lation length grows to the point of spoiling the classical criti-
cal behavior. A Ginzburg criterion can be derived to assess the
validity region of MCT [73, 74]. A posteriori, the Ginzburg
criterion explains the remarkable success of MCT in the in-
terpretation of dynamical experimental or numerical data for
supercooled liquids.
The MCT predicts a critical divergence of the autocorrela-
tion time at a temperature Td
τ ∝ 1(T − Td)γ . (29)
The correlation length diverges as well at Td as
ξ ∝ 1(T − Td)1/4 . (30)
So τ ∝ ξ4γ as in Eq. (26). The critical exponent γ is given in
terms of two other critical exponents a and b, whose precise
definition is not relevant to us now (for instance, see [73]):
γ =
1
2a
+
1
2b . (31)
The two exponents a and b are related to a crucial exponent λ
through the equation (Γ(x) is Euler’s Γ function [58]):
λ =
Γ2(1 + b)
Γ(1 + 2b) =
Γ2(1 − a)
Γ(1 − 2a) . (32)
Although λ is often treated as an adjustable parameter, we re-
mark that it is actually a static renormalized coupling con-
stant [75]. As such, it may be systematically computed (for
instance, in an hypernetted-chain approximation [73, 74] or in
a numerical simulation). A typical value for supercooled liq-
uids is λ ∼ 0.7 [71]. We remark that Eq. (32) can be solved
for a and b only if λ ≤ 1. Hence, if one finds λ > 1 (either in a
computation or in a experiment) the problem will have likely
entered a strongly non-perturbative regime. Overall, MCT is
an adequate theory for the description of the β-relaxation in
liquids. Roughly speaking this regime covers the temperature
range corresponding to 102 < τ < 104, as measured in Monte
Carlo steps (see, e.g., [76] whose numerical findings are con-
sistent with λ = 0.792).
However, as we said above, in spite of its success MCT is
a Landau theory. Indeed, at Td neither τ nor ξ diverge. In-
stead, activated processes enter the stage, playing the role of a
non-perturbative phenomenon that erases the mode-coupling
transition [77]. The dynamics is expected to become of acti-
vated type, as in Eq. (24). The behavior of ξ upon lowering the
temperature is still unclear. Some expect that ξ will diverge at
the Kautzman temperature [32–35], but the issue is still under
active investigation [36].
III. DYNAMIC PROTOCOLS AND THE IDENTIFICATION
OF THE RELEVANT TIME SCALE
A. The dynamic protocols
We have performed several independent sets of simula-
tions, both at a fixed temperature (direct quench) and with
temperature changes (annealing) . Our aim was to identify
temperature-dependent, intrinsic properties (by intrinsic we
mean independent of the dynamic protocol that we followed).
In all cases we have simulated four replicas for each sam-
ple. We have consider external fields H = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3.
The linear size of the system is always L = 80. We store
the full configuration of the system for all times of the form
tw = [2i/4], where [· · · ] denotes the integer part. From these
stored configuration we can compute any physical quantity of-
fline.
In the simulations at a fixed temperature we ran 462 sam-
ples for each external field at T = 0.7 and we also simulated
32 samples at higher temperatures for H = 0.2 (see Table I).
The length of these simulations is 1010 MCS.
L T H MCS N
80 0.7 0.1 1010 462
80 0.7 0.2 1010 462
80 0.9 0.2 1010 32
80 1.0 0.2 1010 32
80 1.1 0.2 1010 32
80 0.7 0.3 1010 462
TABLE I. Details of the simulations at fixed temperature. MCS
means total Monte Carlo sweeps and N is the number of samples
simulated.
L [Tinit,Tend] H tbase ∆T MCS N
80 [2.0, 0.4] 0.1 100–105 0.1 1.3 × 1010 995
80 [2.0, 0.4] 0.2 100–105 0.1 1.3 × 1010 999
80 [1.20, 0.85] 0.2 512 × 105 0.05 1.3 × 1010 1076
80 [2.0, 0.4] 0.3 100–105 0.1 1.3 × 1010 1000
TABLE II. Details of the simulations with the annealing algorithm.
The same notation as in Table (I). Now Tini and Tend mark the initial
and final temperatures of the annealing procedure. We decrease the
temperature in ∆T increments and we run for a time of tbase×2
(
Tinit−T
∆T
)
MCS at each temperature T . For H = 0.2 we have two sets of sim-
ulations, the cold and the hot annealings. For H = 0.1, 0.3 we only
have the cold annealings.
The second set of simulations was performed with an an-
nealing algorithm. We started the simulation at a high tem-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Overview of our two annealing simulations
for H = 0.2. We show the evolution of q(ttot) [the red (lower) curve]
and W(ttot) [the blue (uppe) curve] during the whole simulation. The
continuous black line indicates the temperature throughout the sim-
ulation (see right-hand vertical axis for the scale). The top panel
corresponds to the cold annealing and the bottom panel to the hot
annealing (see Table II). Notice how, in the former, the system is not
able to reach equilibrium for the lowest temperatures (as signaled by
different values of W and q at the end of each temperature step).
perature Tinit = T0. After tbase MCS, we change the tempera-
ture to a new one ∆T cooler, i.e., T1 = T0 − ∆T , and we take
2tbase steps. We iterate this procedure, decreasing the temper-
ature by a fixed step ∆T and increasing the number of steps
at fixed temperature in a geometric progression until we reach
our lowest temperature Tend. That is, for a given temperature
Tk the total elapsed time is in the range tk ≤ ttot ≤ tk+1, where
tk = (2k − 1)tbase. (33)
We performed in every case the annealing from T0 = Tinit =
2.0 till Tend = 0.4 with tbase = 10i, i = 0, . . . , 5 and ∆T = 0.1.
We simulated 1000 samples for each external field, perform-
ing a total of 1.3×105× tbase MCS in each sample and replica.
See Table II for more details. Throughout the paper we shall
refer to these runs as the cold annealings. If we do not say oth-
erwise, a mention in the paper to a cold annealing will always
refer to the slowest one, with tbase = 105.
Finally we have run a yet slower annealing constrained to
the high-temperature region in order to obtain equilibrium re-
sults. In this case, only for H = 0.2, we go from Tinit = 1.2
down to Tend = 0.85, with tbase = 512 × 105 and ∆T = 0.05.
We shall refer to these simulations as the hot annealing.
We show in Figure 1 an overview of our two sets of anneal-
ing runs for H = 0.2. We represent both W(ttot) and q(ttot),
which, for large tw, should converge to the same value (in the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Detail of our annealing simulation for H = 0.1
at two different temperatures, T = 1.3 and T = 0.8. Notice how in
the second case, despite the longer simulation time, the system does
not reach equilibrium.
paramagnetic phase). As we can see, in the cold annealing this
condition is not satisfied for several of the lower temperatures,
signaling that the system has fallen out of equilibrium. The
hot annealing reaches the equilibrium regime for the whole
temperature range.
A more detailed picture of these two regimes can be seen
in Figure 2, which represents W(tw) and q(tw) for two tem-
peratures and H = 0.1. As we can see, for the higher tem-
perature both observables converge to the same long-tw limit.
For the lower temperature, however, the two quantities are far
apart during the whole simulation and seem to have a differ-
ent asymptote. This indicates that either the equilibration time
is much larger than our simulation or we are in a spin-glass
phase. Deciding between these two possibilities is the main
goal of this paper.
B. Identification of intrinsic time scales
Our strategy will rely on the study of the difference between
W(tw) and q(tw) as a function of time, which should decay to
zero in the high-temperature phase. Some inspiration comes
from the classic paper by Ogielski [16], although we shall use
other approaches as well.
We show in Figure 3 the behavior of W(tw) − q(tw) for
T = 1.0 and H = 0.2 using the three simulations protocols
described in the previous section (direct quench and cold and
hot annealing). Not surprisingly, the starting value of W − q
differs greatly from one protocol to the other. It is very large
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Our three different simulations at T = 1.0
for H = 0.2. We show the difference W − q as a function of the
waiting time tw, whose decay to zero determines the time scale of
the simulations. Despite having very different initial conditions, the
three simulation protocols need roughly the same time to reach equi-
librium. We shall quantify this assertion in this Section III B. Notice
how, for the two annealing protocols, the behavior of W − q is linear
in log(tw) for a long time range.
(well out of the graph’s scale) for the direct quench, which
starts with a random configuration (representing a very high
temperature) and it is smallest for the hot annealing, which
has a small temperature step.
Nevertheless, all protocols seem to need roughly the same
number of MCS to reach equilibrium, as evinced by the merg-
ing of the curves at tw ∼ 108. This observation gives us some
hope of determining an intrinsic time scale τ, depending only
on the system’s temperature and not on its history.
In principle, the robust way to compute τ would be to per-
form a calculation analogous to Eq. (18), replacing C by W−q
and r by tw. Unfortunately, in the interesting temperature
range the maximum of the integrand tkw[W − q](tw) is always
in a region with a dismal signal-to-noise ratio (cf. Figure 1 in
[20]). Therefore, we have to resort to more phenomenological
determinations.
A traditional way to identify this time scale, which was
found adequate in the absence of a field [16], is fitting the
difference W(tw) − q(tw) to a stretched exponential decay:
W(tw) − q(tw) = Atxw
exp
[
−
( tw
τ′
)β]
. (34)
From this fit one gets a characteristic time τ′, which we can
use as our time scale.
Computing a fit to Eq. (34) is difficult due to the extreme
correlation of our data, which prevents us from inverting its
full covariance matrix (necessary to define the χ2 goodness-
of-fit indicator). Therefore, we consider only the diagonal part
of the matrix in order to minimize χ2 and take correlations into
account by repeating this procedure for each jackknife block
in order to estimate the errors in the parameters. This is, of
course, only an empirical procedure, but one that has been
shown to work well under these circumstances (see, e.g., [20],
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Behavior of the stretching exponent β (see
Eq.(34)) as a function of T for our three simulated magnetic fields.
especially sections 2.4 and 3.2).
The results of these fits are gathered in Table III. We do not
report the value of the (diagonal) χ2/d.o.f. because it is, in
all cases, χ2/d.o.f. < 1 (as we have said this indicator does
not give the full picture in the presence of strong data corre-
lations). For each value of the magnetic field we have fitted
up to the point where the system falls out of equilibrium (as
indicated by a τ′ longer than the simulation time).
A possible source of uncertainty in our determination of τ′
is the dependence of the fit on the value of β. Indeed, for each
T we are fitting simultaneously for x, A, τ′ and β in (34).
However, a small variation in β can have a large effect on τ′,
which may lead us to think that the fit is unstable and unre-
liable. Fortunately (see Fig. 4), β is actually a very smooth
monotonic function of T , which leads us to believe that the
fitting procedure is sound.
There is a final difficulty with this functional form: τ′ only
has a straight interpretation as a correlation time (i.e., as an
estimator for τ) if β ≈ 1. However, in the interesting tempera-
ture range, 0.2 . β . 0.3. This means that the actual value of
τ′ cannot be interpreted directly as an estimator for τ, but still
we expect its divergence at the dynamical transition point to
be intrinsic, as discussed in Section IV.
Notice, finally, that the values of τ′ and β computed at the
same temperature for the hot and cold annealing protocols for
H = 0.2 are compatible. This is a very good indication that
these parameters have some intrinsic meaning.
Another approach to the estimation of τ, completely phe-
nomenological, comes to mind from a visual inspection of
Figure 3. Indeed, we can see that for both annealing proto-
cols, the difference W − q is linear in log(tw) for a very wide
temperature range. This behavior is more clearly shown in
Figure 5, which represents this quantity for two different tem-
peratures.
Moreover, if we represent this linear behavior as
W(tw) − q(tw) ≃ B
[
1 − log(tw)
log(τ′′)
]
, (35)
9H T Annealing Stretched exponential, Eq. (34) Linear fit, Eq. (35)
τ′/107 β log(τ′′) τ′′/109
0.3
1.0 Cold 0.015(7) 0.27(4) 14.69(12) 0.0024(3)
0.9 Cold 0.09(4) 0.23(2) 17.20(15) 0.029(4)
0.8 Cold 3.2(11) 0.21(2) 20.71(19) 0.99(19)
0.2
1.1 Cold 0.022(7) 0.30(4) 15.12(14) 0.0037(5)
Hot 0.027(10) 0.37(6) 14.60(27) 0.0022(6)
1.0 Cold 0.19(7) 0.26(3) 17.37(19) 0.035(7)
Hot 0.14(6) 0.31(7) 16.9(3) 0.022(7)
0.9 Cold 5.1(1.9) 0.23(3) 20.81(26) 1.1(3)
Hot 3.1(2.2) 0.23(5) 20.2(6) 0.6(4)
0.1
1.4 Cold 0.0012(3) 0.40(4) 11.73(12) 0.000125(16)
1.3 Cold 0.006(3) 0.32(5) 14.08(14) 0.00130(18)
1.2 Cold 0.060(14) 0.34(3) 16.44(21) 0.014(3)
TABLE III. Computation of characteristic times for several temperatures and simulation protocols using the stretched exponential (34) as well
as a linear fit in log(tw) (35) (log being the natural logarithm). For each value of H we report the last few temperatures before the system falls
out of equilibrium. All the reported fits have (diagonal) χ2/d.o.f. < 1.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Detail of our two annealing simulations for
H = 0.2 at two different temperatures, T = 1.1 and T = 0.9. We
represent the difference W − q as a function of log(tw) (we have used
log as the natural logarithm throughout the paper). As pointed out in
Figure. 3, in this representation W − q is linear for a very long range.
More interestingly, if we compute linear fits to (35) (continuous black
lines), the intercepts with the horizontal axis are independent of the
simulation protocol.
we can see from Figure 5 that the value of τ′′ does not de-
pend on the annealing rate and is therefore dependent only on
the temperature. Furthermore, since there is no stretching ex-
ponent, we can take τ′′ directly as an estimate of the actual
intrinsic time scale of the system: τ′′ ≈ τ.
Of course, Eq. (35) is only empirical and cannot be correct
for very long times (it would predict an unphysical negative
value of W − q for tw > τ′′), but its simplicity and robustness
compensate for this problem. We give the values of τ′′ for sev-
eral temperatures in Table III (in accordance with the previous
discussion on the meaning of β, notice that τ′′ is more than an
order of magnitude larger than τ′). In the following, we shall
use both τ′ and τ′′ to study the possible critical behavior of
the system.
IV. THE EQUILIBRIUM REGIME
In this section we consider the temperature dependence of
the characteristic time scales τ identified in Sect. III B. Fol-
lowing Ogielski [16] as well as experimental studies (e.g.,
[78]), we shall fit our equilibrium data to power-law diver-
gence:
τ =
τ0[
T − Tc(H)]νz , (36)
where τ0 is a microscopical time. We use the traditional nota-
tion, where Tc(H) is a critical temperature, ν, is the correlation
length critical exponent and z is the dynamical critical expo-
nent. However, as we shall see in Section VI, this divergence
may or may not correspond to an actual phase transition at
Tc(H).
In Figure 6 we show the relaxation time τ′ computed with
the stretched exponential (34) in Table III as a function of
temperature for the three simulated magnetic fields. We also
show fits to the power-law divergence at finite T highc (H) (the
superscript “high” refers to the fact that we are using high-
temperature data, cf. Section V). We have obtained the fol-
lowing values:
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Behavior of the characteristic time τ′ of the
stretched exponential (34) as a function of the temperature for the
three magnetic fields simulated. We also plot our fits to a power-law
divergence of τ′ for a finite temperature, Eq. (36).
• H = 0.1: T highc = 1.03(7) and zν = 4.8(1.1). Using only
1.2 ≤ T ≤ 1.7 [χ2/d.o.f. = 1.47/3].
• H = 0.2: T highc = 0.71(6) and zν = 7.5(1.1). Using only
0.9 ≤ T ≤ 1.6 [χ2/d.o.f. = 3.36/5].
• H = 0.3: T highc = 0.66(5) and zν = 6.2(9). Using only
0.8 ≤ T ≤ 1.5 [χ2/d.o.f. = 1.74/5].
In all the fits we go down to the lowest temperature where
we can measure τ′ reliably. The choice of the fitting range
is not critical, several temperatures can be added or elimi-
nated without altering the results significantly (especially in
the high-temperature end). For H = 0.2, we use the τ′ for the
cold annealing, since they have smaller error bars than those
for the hot annealing. We have checked that the τ′ at T = 0.85
extrapolated with the above fits for the cold annealing is com-
patible with the corresponding correlation time measured in
the hot annealing.
However, as we discussed in the previous section, τ′ does
not have a straightforward interpretation as a relaxation time,
since β , 1. Therefore, the above values of T highc might be an
artifact of our way of estimating τ. In order to dispel this pos-
sibility, we have recomputed the fits to (36), this time using the
relaxation time τ′′ computed with the linear fit in log tw (35).
Now the fit parameters are:
• H = 0.1: T highc = 0.98(3) and zν = 7.2(5). Using only
1.2 ≤ T ≤ 1.7 [χ2/d.o.f. = 4.21/3].
• H = 0.2: T highc = 0.670(21) and zν = 9.2(4). Using
only 0.9 ≤ T ≤ 1.6 [χ2/d.o.f. = 1.79/5].
• H = 0.3: T highc = 0.614(17) and zν = 8.4(4). Using
only 0.8 ≤ T ≤ 1.3 [χ2/d.o.f. = 2.61/3].
We can see that we obtain good values of the goodness-of-
fit estimator χ2 for all fits. The values of Tc(H) are consistent
for both sets of fits, while the values of zν are a little higher
for the fit with τ′′ (2.0 standard deviations for H = 0.3, 1.5
standard deviations for H = 0.2 and 2.2 standard deviations
for H = 0.1).
The consistency between these two sets of fits makes us
confident that the observed divergence in the relaxation times
is an intrinsic phenomenon and not an artifact of our simula-
tion protocol or of our ansatz for the behavior of W − q.
A. The relaxation time in the supercooled liquids approach
As discussed in Section II D, the MCT predicts a divergence
of the autocorrelation time at a temperature Td, as in Eq. (29).
In principle, Eq. (29) is exactly the same as Eq. (36), which
we have just used to characterize the growth of the relaxation
times. The crucial difference is that we have used our lowest
thermalized temperatures and have assumed that the growth
of τ was related to an actual critical divergence (as evinced
by our notation of zν for the exponent). On the other hand, in
the supercooled liquids literature, Eq. (29) is used in a higher
temperature range corresponding to 102 < τ < 104 (notice, for
instance, that our values of zν are very high compared to the
values of γ that can be found in the MCT literature). For lower
temperatures, the behavior of τ deviates from (29), because of
the emergence of activated processes.
Therefore, if we wanted to follow a supercooled liquids ap-
proach, we should first fit τ′ to (29) in the high temperature
range and then move on to an exponential growth:
τ′ =
C
(T − Td)γ , τ
′
. 104, (37)
τ′ = exp
[D/(T − Tc)γ′], τ′ & 104. (38)
Unfortunately, our simulations are not suited to the determi-
nation of small τ, so the fit to (37) will probably be plagued
by strong systematic effects.
We consider only H = 0.2 (for H = 0.1 we have too narrow
a temperature range and for H = 0.3 our fits for τ′ are rather
unstable for T > 1.7). We have fitted τ′ to (37) in the range
1.3 ≤ T ≤ 1.9 (which corresponds to 102 < τ′ < 104). The
result is Td = 1.22(6) with γ = 2.1(7) (χ2/d.o.f. = 0.94/4).
The next step would be to take τ′ in the range T ≤ 1.3 (which
we have previously fitted successfully to a critical divergence
with zν ≈ 8) and attempt a fit to (38) instead. Unfortunately,
fitting for Tc and γ′ simultaneously is simply not possible with
our data (the resulting error in Tc is greater than 100%). In
short, we can only say that a temperature dependence of τ
according to (37) and (38) cannot be excluded, but we cannot
make this statement more quantitative. Nevertheless, we shall
return to the possibility of activated dynamics in Sections V B
and VI.
V. NON-EQUILIBRIUM REGIME
As already explained in Section III B, our annealing rate
eventually becomes too fast, compared to the growth of τ(T )
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upon cooling. At that point, the simulation falls out of equi-
librium. We enter here the reign of extrapolation, which is
always rather risky.
We shall extrapolate our data to long times following two
very different strategies. In Section V A we extrapolate using
power laws. The outcome will be consistent with the RSB
theory. On the other hand, in Section V B we use the linear-
log extrapolation (see Sect. III B), which assumes from the
outset that no phase transition occurs.
A. Power-law extrapolations to long times
So far, we have been working in the high-temperature
phase, where W − q goes to zero for long times. We saw that,
as we lower the temperature, the associated relaxation time
grows very quickly and eventually becomes much larger than
our simulations. This rapid growth was actually consistent
with a power-law divergence of τ at finite T .
In this section we shall take a complementary approach. We
now work in the low-temperature regime, where τ is either
infinite or, at the very least, much larger than our simulation
times. In this regime, rather than assuming that W − q goes to
zero for long times, we can try to extrapolate for a (possibly)
non-zero asymptote.
Following the literature [79, 80], we shall first attempt a
study in the total annealing time ttot, considering different an-
nealing rates (Section V A 1). Then we shall repeat the analy-
sis using only tw (as in the rest of the paper) in Section V A 2.
1. Study in ttot for different annealing rates
In the limit of a very slow annealing, the simplest ansatz for
the low-temperature behavior of W − q is a power-law decay
(cf. [16]):
W(ttot) − q(ttot) = a(T, H) + btxtot
. (39)
Eventually b and x could also depend on the temperature [16]
and on the external magnetic field. Notice that, in contrast
with the rest of the paper, here we are considering the total
time ttot since the simulation started [79, 80], not just the time
tw since the last temperature change.
Should the system experience a spin-glass transition, we
would expect a(T, H) > 0 for very low T [recall Eq. (28)].
This asymptote would decrease as we increase the tem-
perature until eventually, at some temperature T lowc (H),
a
(
T lowc (H), H
)
= 0. This description is consistent with a qual-
itative look at W − q (recall, for instance, Figure 2).
If the RSB picture is correct, we would expect T lowc (H) to
coincide with the divergence of τ and signal a thermodynamic
phase transition, that is, T lowc (H) = T highc (H) = Tc.
Equation (39), with a > 0, should hold only deep in the
spin-glass phase. If we approach the transition from below (in
temperature) we would start to see the critical effects of the
(thermodynamical) critical point, and the exponent x would
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Top: Exponent x of the extrapolation of the
difference between W(ttot) and q(ttot), Eq. (39), as a function of tem-
perature, for our three external magnetic fields. Value computed from
three-parameter fits. Bottom: As above, for the asymptote a.
begin to be controlled by this critical point and not by the
“critical” spin-glass phase (Goldstone phase). So, in the criti-
cal region we should expect:
W(ttot) − q(ttot) = f
txctot
, (40)
where in general xc (driven by the critical point) [81] should
be different from x (driven by the spin-glass phase).
From the previous discussion, and assuming the onset of a
phase transition, it is clear that the x exponent should take a
constant value at lower temperatures (here we are assuming
that the phase transition is universal in the magnetic field),
then change as we reach the critical region.
Now, in order to study the decay of W − q we obviously
need to follow the time evolution along several orders of mag-
nitude. However, as described in Section III A, for a fixed
temperature Tk = Tinit − k∆T the total time elapsed in our
annealing simulations varies in the range tk(tbase) ≤ ttot ≤
tk+1(tbase) ∼ 2tk(tbase), which is too narrow in a logarithmic
scale. Therefore, instead of analyzing the data for all the ttot
in a given annealing simulation, we shall combine all our cold
annealing simulations for different values of tbase. That is, for
each temperature Tk we take the value of W − q at tk+1(tbase),
for tbase = 10i, i = 0, . . . , 5. Thus, we get for each temper-
ature Tk a series of six values of [W − q](ttot) in the range
tk+1(tbase = 1) ≤ ttot ≤ tk+1(tbase = 105), which we fit to (39)
[recall that tk+1(tbase) = (2k+1 − 1)tbase].
The resulting values of a(T ) and x(T ) are plotted in Fig-
ure 7. As we can see, the qualitative picture is very much
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what we painted above. In particular, we obtain a positive
value of the asymptote a for low temperatures, which goes
to zero at a temperature T lowc not very different from T
high
c —
we can estimate T lowc (H = 0.3) ≈ 0.65(5), T lowc (H = 0.2) ≈
0.80(5), T lowc (H = 0.1) ≈ 0.96(5). In addition, the value of the
exponent x is roughly constant (and independent of H) at low
temperatures, while it grows noticeably as we approach T lowc .
However, we must caution the reader that the fits we have
just discussed are rather delicate. In particular, even after
discarding the two smallest ttot (so we are left with a three-
parameter fit to four points), we find that values of the χ2
goodness-of-fit estimator are sometimes very high. In par-
ticular, the fits for H = 0.1, 0.3 are good in the interesting
temperature range (always χ2/d.o.f. ≤ 1.5/1), but those for
H = 0.2 have χ2/d.o.f. that can be in excess of 8/1, clearly
unacceptable. More worryingly, if we shift the fitting window
we find that the fitted values for x and a decrease noticeably
with increasing ttot (the change in x can be as high as 50% just
by shifting the fitting window so that we discard the longest
time but include an extra point in the lower end of the range).
Still, for H = 0.1, 0.3 only the fitting window for the longest
ttot gives reasonable fits (for H = 0.2 the situation is murkier,
since the fits are poor in any case). It will be interesting to
compare these values with the ones we shall obtain in the next
section (Section V A 2), with a study in tw.
Of course, from the above arguments one could think that,
for long enough tttot, the exponent could decrease so much that
the asymptote a would become zero. In order to check against
that possibility, and to obtain a sort of lower bound for a, we
have also attempted fits to the following function
W(ttot) − q(ttot) = a′ + b
′
log(ttot)x′ . (41)
Using this fitting function we get good fits with values of x′ ≈
3 and positive a′ for T < T highc , so the qualitative picture is
the same. The determination of T lowc is a little lower, but still
compatible with our T highc .
The next step in this study is the investigation of the scaling
in W and q separately. To this end, we are going to consider
fits of the form
W(ttot) = 〈q〉 + b
′′
txtot
,
q(ttot) = qmin + b
′′′
txtot
,
(42)
where for both observables we take the same value of x that
we computed in Figure 7. The resulting plots of 〈q〉(T )
and qmin(T ) can be seen in Figure 8 for H = 0.2. Ex-
cept for H = 0.2, we obtain excellent fits both for q and
for W (χ2/d.o.f. < 1). For high temperatures (T ≥ 0.9 for
H = 0.2) we do not need to extrapolate, since we reach equi-
librium in our annealing simulations. There is a small gap
with no extrapolations, corresponding to temperatures above
Tc, where (39) does not work but we cannot reach equilib-
rium. The qualitative picture is what one would expect in the
RSB scenario.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Extrapolations to infinite time of W(ttot) → 〈q〉
and q(ttot) → qmin for H = 0.2, according to (42). We use the same
exponent x computed in Figure 7.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Scaling of the minimum overlap with the
magnetic field. A simple power-law behavior, qmin ∼ HB, works
well for all our subcritical temperatures, even though we are far from
the small-qmin limit.
Finally, we can consider the scaling of qmin with the mag-
netic field at fixed temperature. As the magnetic field goes to
zero, so must qmin and we could expect a behavior of the kind
qmin(H) ∼ HB. Indeed, a rough dimensional analysis [80] tells
us that B = θ(0)/[D− θ(0)/2], where the replicon exponent in
D = 3 is θ(0) = 0.39(5) [22]. Therefore, we expect a value of
B = 0.14(2). We have computed fits to
q(H) = CHB (43)
for T = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 (the only temperatures that are below
Tc for our three magnetic fields). The results are B(T = 0.4) =
0.20(2), B(T = 0.5) = 0.19(2), B(T = 0.6) = 0.17(2), very
close to our expected B = 0.14(2) (notice that we are consider-
ing rather high magnetic fields, as evinced by the high values
of qmin that we are seeing). In all cases we obtain excellent
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Top: Exponent x of the extrapolation of
the difference between W(tw) and q(tw), Eq. (44), as a function of
temperature, for our three external magnetic fields. Values computed
in a three-parameter fit. Bottom: As above, for the asymptote a.
Lines are linear fits to the points where a(T, H) > 0 (for H = 0.3 we
included as well T = 0.5 in the fit).
values of the χ2 estimator. We have plotted qB
min in Figure 9,
using for all fields an intermediate value of B = 0.18.
2. Study in tw
As discussed above, the total time ttot since the simula-
tion started is the more physical variable to conduct the low-
temperature study. However, we have seen in Sections III A
and IV that we can also study the relaxation of the system in
tw in a consistent way. Therefore, it is interesting to repeat the
study of Section V A 1 taking only our slowest cold anneal-
ing (with tbase = 105) and studying for each temperature the
relaxation in tw.
To this end we consider an equation analogous to (39):
W(tw) − q(tw) = a + btxw
. (44)
We have computed fits to (44) for all our lower temperatures,
finding that the power-law decay describes the behavior of
W − q with great precision. Indeed we find for the standard
figure of merit χ2/d.o.f. < 0.5 (such a small value is due to the
strong data correlation and to the fact that we are computing
χ2 only with the diagonal part of the covariance matrix). We
show in Figure 10 the fit parameters of x and a as a function
of temperature (upper and lower panels respectively). Clearly,
this study leads to much lower values of x than the analysis
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FIG. 11. (Color online) W − q as a function of log(tw) for several low
temperatures and H = 0.2. Even in this temperature range we can
identify a wide linear regime.
in ttot (but recall that in the previous section the value of x
decreased if we shifted the fitting window to longer times, a
problem we do not have here). Indeed, the values of a are
more similar to those computed with (41). Finally, let us re-
call that relaxation exponents of O(10−2) have already been
seen in the H = 0 case [20].
In any case, the qualitative picture is just the same as in
our previous section, although the values of x are much lower.
This is because, since we are using the run with the longest
tbase, the effective time at tw = 0 is large (in other words, W−q
is already very low at tw = 0, since it has already evolved for
a considerable time at higher temperatures).
Again, we can use the temperature at which a becomes zero
as our estimate of T lowc (H). We note in Figure 10–bottom that
the statistical errors for a are small only when it is positive.
Hence we have located the zeros by performing first a linear
fit to these points, and then finding the root of the linear func-
tion. In order to take care of the extreme data correlation,
we use a jackknife procedure: fit with the diagonal part of
the covariance matrix, but then perform separate fits for each
jack-knife block [20]. We obtain T lowc (H = 0.3) = 0.48(2),
T lowc (H = 0.2) = 0.69(1), T lowc (H = 0.1) = 0.906(6).
Similarly, we can extrapolate q(tw) and W(tw) to infinite
time separately. Again, we obtain χ2/d.o.f. < 1 in all cases for
tw & 1000. We do not reproduce the resulting picture, since
it is essentially the same as Figure 8 (with a slightly higher
value for qmin at low T ).
In short, we can say that assuming a power-law decay of
W − q at low temperatures leads to a picture consistent with a
RSB spin-glass transition at T lowc (H) ≈ T highc (H).
B. Assuming no phase transition: linear-log extrapolations to
large times
In the previous section we assumed that the decay of W −q
followed a power law at low temperatures and tried to deter-
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H T log(τ′′) T log(τ′′)
0.3
0.7 27.9(4) 19.55(26)
0.6 43.0(7) 25.8(4)
0.5 80.2(1.3) 40.1(6)
0.4 179(4) 71.5(1.5)
0.2
0.8 28.4(6) 22.7(4)
0.7 42.6(9) 29.8(6)
0.6 78.8(1.8) 47.3(1.1)
0.5 178(6) 89.1(2.8)
0.4 409(13) 163(6)
0.1
1.0 26.7(6) 26.7(6)
0.9 39.9(9) 35.9(8)
0.8 67.6(1.6) 54.1(1.3)
0.7 115(3) 80.6(2.3)
0.6 226(6) 135(4)
0.5 450(14) 225(8)
0.4 — —
TABLE IV. Computation of a lower bound for the relaxation time
at low temperature using the linear fit in log(tw) of Eq. (35). For
each H we include the values of log(τ′′) for temperatures in the non-
equilibrium regime (i.e., lower than those included in Table III). For
H = 0.1 and T = 0.4 the curve W − q is flat within errors and we
cannot determine any log(τ′′). Data from the cold annealings.
mine the point where the asymptote became positive. In this
section we take the opposite approach and will assume that
there is no phase transition, that is, that W − q goes to zero for
all T > 0.
In order to do that, we are going to recall our phenomeno-
logical expression (35), which, at high temperature, described
a wide time range where W − q was linear in log(tw). In Sec-
tion III B we used this functional form to estimate a character-
istic time scale τ′′. Naturally, the real curve W−q must deviate
from (35), otherwise it would become negative for t > τ′′, but
at high temperature we found that the curvature was notice-
able only at the very end of the simulation, where W − q was
already very small (even compatible with zero).
In this section, we are going to use (35) in order to obtain
a lower bound for the relaxation time of the system. Indeed,
if we look at Figure 11, we can see that even for very low
T the difference W − q behaves linearly in log(tw) for a long
time scale, before slowing down its decay. Therefore, in the
very reasonable assumption that there is no convexity change,
we can use the parameter log(τ′′) of the linear fit in order to
obtain a lower bound for the actual relaxation time τ of the
system.
With this procedure, we obtain a finite lower bound for τ
even for very low temperatures (see Table IV). The resulting
values of log(τ′′) are enormous (as an amusing comparison,
the age T of the universe measured in MCS is log(T ) ∼ 68,
much smaller than some of the measured τ′′). Therefore, even
a rather loose lower bound gives us a wildly growing time
scale.
In order to make this statement more quantitative, let us
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Plot of a lower bound for T log(τ), computed
using (35), against T for our three magnetic fields. At very low tem-
peratures this quantity is compatible with a Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann
divergence at T = 0, Eq. (47). Notice the change of regime at around
T highc (H) (recall Figure 6).
recall that, in the droplet picture, ξ(H, T ) is finite even at T = 0
for H > 0. Therefore, for low temperatures we would expect
log τ = ξ(0, H)Ψ/T, (45)
or, in other words, we would expect T log(τ) to be constant.
However, see Table IV, we find that even our lower bound
log(τ′′) grows much faster than predicted by the droplet the-
ory.
We can take this one step further. In Figure 12 we have
plotted T log(τ′′) against T in a log-log scale. As we can see,
the data for low temperature are well described by a Vogel-
Fulcher-Tammann divergence at T = 0:
T log(τ′′) = A
T c
. (46)
A fit to (46) for our three magnetic fields gives:
• H = 0.1, c(H = 0.1) = 3.05(10), fitting in T ≤ 0.7, with
χ2/d.o.f. = 2.1/1.
• H = 0.2, c(H = 0.2) = 3.09(6), fitting in T ≤ 0.7, with
χ2/d.o.f. = 4.1/2.
• H = 0.3, c(H = 0.2) = 2.50(5), fitting in T ≤ 0.6, with
χ2/d.o.f. = 0.80/1.
We can see that H = 0.1 and H = 0.2 even have the same
exponent, while log(τ′′) grows a little more slowly for H =
0.3 (this is probably because we have not reached low enough
temperatures at H = 0.3).
Actually, the data in Figure 12 admit fits of a more general
form
T log(τ′′) = A(T − T∗)c , (47)
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Replicon and longitudinal susceptibilities in
our cold annealings for H = 0.1, 0.3 (we plot the last tw for each T ).
The plot contains both equilibrium and non-equilibrium data.
where |T∗| is very small but T∗ could even be negative. Un-
fortunately, we do not have enough degrees of freedom to fit
simultaneously for c and T∗. We shall discuss the possible
implications of this T∗ in the following section.
Notice, finally, that in Figure 12 we can appreciate a sharp
change of regime precisely around the temperature where we
identified a power-law divergence of τ, fitting from the high-
temperature phase.
In the following section we shall introduce a more direct
study of ξ and try to combine the results of Sections IV and V
in a consistent physical picture.
VI. DYNAMICS AND THE CORRELATION LENGTH
Up to now, we have focused on the determination of char-
acteristic times and their temperature dependence. However, a
proper discussion of any phase transition requires as well the
consideration of spatial correlation and the correlation length
(this is, in fact, a longstanding obstacle in the investigation of
structural glasses [5, 7, 8]). In the framework of spin glasses
we are advantaged, because the structure of correlators has
been investigated in detail (see Section II B and references
therein). In particular, there are two types of correlation func-
tions to deal with, the replicon and the longitudinal/anomalous
correlator. We shall first decide which of the two correlators
is worth studying and check that equilibrium results can in-
deed be obtained in some temperature range (Section VI A).
At that point, we shall revisit the the dynamics on the view of
the correlation length (Section VI B).
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Equilibration of the correlation length: for
H = 0.2, we show the ξ12 correlation length as computed from the
replicon correlator GR as a function of tw. We display data for two
constant-temperature steps in the cold annealing (recall that tw is the
time elapsed since the last temperature drop). The constant tempera-
ture time step is longer than τ only for T = 1.0.
A. Which correlation function?
We compare in Figure 13 the replicon and longitudi-
nal/anomalous susceptibilities [recall Eq. (16)], for H =
0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The susceptibilities are shown as a func-
tion of temperature, as computed for the latest time on each
temperature step along the cold annealing. This means that
Figure 13 contains both equilibrium and non-equilibrium data
(depending on whether the constant-temperature step is much
larger than τ, or not). In either case, it is rather obvious that
significant correlations appear only on the replicon correla-
tor (in agreement with equilibrium, mean-field computations
[24]). Therefore, we focus on the replicon correlator from
now on. The anomalous sector is studied in more detail in
Appendix B, Section B 3.
We note as well that the failure of the longitudi-
nal/anomalous correlator to display the correlations relevant
to the problem might be related to analogous failures in ex-
perimental investigations of structural glasses [1, 2].
Specifically, we consider the ξ12 correlation length as com-
puted from the replicon correlator GR using Eq. (18). Its
time evolution for two constant-temperature steps in the cold
annealing run is displayed in Figure 14. For both tempera-
tures we identify three regimes. For short tw the correlation
length basically remains constant (the fact that ξ12 does not
decrease at tw ∼ 1 is interesting in itself: it tells us that tem-
perature chaos effects are weak). Then, the time evolution
starts to be noticeable and ξ starts to increase. Finally, when
tw ≫ τ, the correlation length becomes time-independent,
which is consistent with our physical interpretation in Sec-
tion IV that thermal equilibrium has been reached. We note
as well that the equilibrium regime is barely reachable for
T = 0.9 —remember that τ′′(T = 0.9) = 1.1(3) × 109, while
τ′′(T = 1.0) = 1.8(7) × 107. In the next paragraph, we shall
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FIG. 15. (Color online) Logarithmic plot of τ′′, computed in Sec-
tion III, versus the correlation length (ξ12) for the three magnetic
fields simulated. Data are in equilibrium. For comparison, we also
show the critical dynamics for H = 0, τ ∼ ξz, with z = 6.86 [20].
discuss ξ12 as a function of temperature, but only for those
temperatures where thermal equilibrium can be reached.
B. Dynamics from the point of view of the correlation length
An important question is: is the dynamics activated [ τ ∼
eξ
Ψ /T
, Eq. (24)], or critical [τ ∼ ξz, Eq. (26)]?
As explained in Section II C, the droplet theory supports ac-
tivated dynamics. On the other hand, the RSB theory is some-
what ambiguous on this point [at mean-field level the dynam-
ics is critical, this is the rationale for using zν as the critical
exponent in Eq. (36)]. Furthermore, current theories for su-
percooled liquid relaxations predict both types of behaviors
(Section II D). These theories expect critical dynamics at high
temperatures, with an effective exponent zMCT = 4γ [recall
Eqs. (29,30)]. However, at lower temperatures the dynamics
should crossover to an activated behavior.
At this point, we have in our hands equilibrium determina-
tions for both τ(T, H) and ξ12(T, H). Therefore, we can try to
assess Eqs. (24,26) directly. This is attempted in Figure 15,
where we used τ′′ from fits to Eq. (35). Although this choice
is arbitrary to some extent, we recall that the critical diver-
gence studied in Section IV turned out to be independent on
the choice of τ.
We note two different regimes in Figure 15. For high-
temperatures, data follow a critical dynamics. However, at
lower temperatures (i.e., larger ξ) τ starts to grow much faster
with ξ. In fact, the effective exponent zeff = d log ξ/d log τ be-
comes as large as zeff ≈ 14, which clearly suggest that the dy-
namics is becoming activated. Overall, this crossover exem-
plifies the behavior expected for a supercooled liquid. In fact,
critical dynamics is found in the range 102 < τ < 104, which
is also the range where MCT applies for simple supercooled
liquids [76]. However, an alternative interpretation is possi-
ble. First, one may note that we identified in Section IV A
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Logarithmic plot of the equilibrium corre-
lation length ξ12 versus the temperature for the three magnetic fields
simulated. Lines are fits to ξ12(T ) = aH/T bH , see Eq. (48). When as-
sessing the high-temperature data for H = 0.1, recall that the critical
temperature without a field is T H=0c = 1.1019(29) [82].
an exponent γ ≈ 2. Considering the large uncertainty in this
determination, this is consistent, via Eqs. (29) and (30), with
the zeff ≈ 7 that we find in Figure 15. However, the slope
in the figure is also very close to zH=0 = 6.86, the value for
the critical dynamics in the absence of a magnetic field [20].
Hence, the crossover can be also due to the proximity of the
Renormalization-Group fixed point at (Tc, H = 0). In fact, the
larger H is the smaller the ξ needed to find activated dynamics
(see Figure 15).
Let us consider the temperature evolution of ξ12 in equilib-
rium, see Figure 16. We do not find good fits to critical di-
vergences, ξ12 ∝ 1/|T − Tc(H)|ν, with Tc(H) compatible with
the characteristic temperatures identified in Section IV. For
instance, a fit for H = 0.2 gives a reasonable χ2 value only for
Tc . 0.5, while at H = 0.1 we get Tc . 0.8 (these bounds are
very crude, since we have almost no degrees of freedom for
the fits). In particular, assuming that Tc = 0 we still get good
fits:
ξ12(T ) = aHT bH , (48)
bH=0.1 = 2.52(4) (1.2 ≤ T ≤ 1.5, χ2/dof = 1.9/2) . (49)
bH=0.2 = 1.55(4) (0.9 ≤ T ≤ 1.2, χ2/dof = 3.6/2) . (50)
bH=0.3 = 1.10(5) (0.8 ≤ T ≤ 1.0, χ2/dof = 0.25/1) .(51)
Hence, at least within the temperature range that can be equi-
librated, our data are compatible with a divergence of ξ only
for very low (perhaps even vanishing) Tc(H). Notice, how-
ever, that we are always working with ξ < 6, so this kind of fit
is rather dangerous.
At this point, is is only natural to ask whether the droplet
theory, see Eq. (23), describes our data. The answer is nega-
tive, see Figure 17.
Therefore, none of the available theories provide a satis-
factory description of our simulation. Of course, this might
be due to the fact that we have not reached the regime where
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FIG. 17. (Color online) Test of the droplet scaling law, Eq. (23).
For each of our magnetic fields, we plot ξ(T,H) H2/(d−2θ), as a func-
tion of T H2θ/(d−2θ). For a proper choice of the stiffness exponent θ,
data should collapse in a single curve. We try (and fail within the
reachable temperature window) to collapse the data with two differ-
ent estimates of θ, see Section II C
these theories apply (low enough temperatures, or low enough
magnetic fields). However, we should stress that our data span
a rather significant range of time scales (from one picosec-
ond to a hundredth of a second). Hence, we dare say that our
simulations are of direct experimental relevance. The issue is
discussed at length in the Conclusions.
A final remark. One can be tempted to compare Eq. (48),
which works for our equilibrium data, with the analysis in
Section V B giving T logτ ∼ 1/T c (which is based on an ex-
trapolation to times beyond our simulated timescales). This
comparison tells us that the droplet exponentΨ ≈ c/b. There-
fore, our data for H = 0.1 suggest Ψ ≈ 1.5, while our results
for H = 0.2, 0.3 rather suggest Ψ ≈ 2. These values are rather
large, as compared to the value Ψ ∼ 0.03 found in [14].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have investigated the approach to equilib-
rium and the building-up of spin-glass order for the d = 3
Ising spin glass in an external magnetic field. Specifically,
we have simulated the Edwards-Anderson model on the Janus
dedicated computer. Our lattices were always much larger
(L = 80) than the correlation length, ξ(tw). Hence, we think
that our results are representative of the thermodynamic limit.
Our time scales range from the picosecond to one hundredth
of a second. We are thus approaching the experimental scale.
However, when the temperature was low enough, we have
been unable to reach the thermalization time scale, τ. We have
monitored this effect carefully. Therefore, in this work we
are presenting in a controlled way both equilibrium and non-
equilibrium data. Our results have been analyzed on the light
of the two major theories on the market, the replica-symmetry
breaking and the droplet theory. On the view of recent claims
[27, 28], we have also analyzed our data as suggested by cur-
rent theories for relaxation in supercooled liquids. None of
these three approaches was fully satisfying.
The problem with the droplet/RSB theories was in the cor-
relation length: the growth of ξ upon lowering the tempera-
ture is too fast to fit the droplet theory and too slow to fit RSB.
We summarize now the strengths and weaknesses of each ap-
proach. We start with the droplet theory, then consider RSB
and, finally, the supercooled liquids point of view.
As we show in Section VI, the dynamics really seems to
be of activated type, as predicted by the droplet theory. How-
ever, the scaling law predicted by the theory is not fulfilled by
our data. In fact, see Section V B, the dynamics is of super-
Arrhenius type at least down to temperature T = 0.4 (to be
compared with Tc = 1.1019(29) [82], the H = 0 critical tem-
perature). Therefore, although the droplet theory might be fi-
nally correct at still lower temperature, the corresponding time
and length scales would be beyond not only our computational
capabilities, but also current experimental possibilities.
The RSB approach resulted in a determination of the de
Almeida-Thouless line, which is consistent, whether one uses
equilibrium (Section IV) or non-equilibrium (V A) data. Un-
fortunately, our equilibrium estimate of ξ does not seem to
diverge at the de Almeida-Thouless line (also, the Fisher-
Sompolinsky scaling[60] is not verified, as the reader may
easily check). There are a number of possible explanations
for our failure to find the divergence:
• For all three magnetic fields, we have been able to equi-
librate the system only down to T ≈ 1.3Tc(H). Perhaps
the critical growth of ξ(T, H) starts only closer to the de
Almeida-Thouless line.
• It is by no means guaranteed that we are looking at
the right correlation function. We have shown in Sec-
tion VI A that some correlators might display sizeable
correlations while others do not. In fact, the quest for
sensible correlators is a longstanding problem in the in-
vestigation of supercooled liquids [5, 7, 8, 83–86]. Also
in the field of spin glasses it has been suggested that en-
ergy and link-overlap correlators deserve more attention
[21, 87–89].
• As explained in Section II C, it is very possible that
the physics in d = 3 will be ruled by a fixed point at
T = 0. If this is the case, activated dynamics is to
be expected also in the RSB theory. Under these cir-
cumstances, the de Almeida-Thouless line identified in
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Section IV and V A might well represent a dynamic
glass transition. In fact, our data for ξ(T, H) are con-
sistent with a critical divergence below the de Almeida-
Thouless line. The divergence could take place in the
range 0 ≤ Tc ≤ 0.8 for H = 0.1, 0 ≤ Tc ≤ 0.5 for
H = 0.2 and 0 ≤ Tc ≤ 0.5 for H = 0.3 (note, however,
that these upper bounds are only crude estimations).
• Finally, as explained above, it is possible that the
droplet theory could be correct and no transition takes
place for H > 0 in three spatial dimensions. However,
it is clear that the correlation length grows noticeably
in our simulations, which suggests that the lower crit-
ical dimension in a field cannot be much larger than
d = 3. Notice as well that the lower critical dimension
in a field is well below d = 4, since very clear evidence
of a second-order phase transition has been obtained in
d = 4 [50].
Let us finally consider the supercooled liquid approach. At
the qualitative level, this is maybe the most successful descrip-
tion. Indeed, we do identify in our data a Mode Coupling
temperature, Td (Section IV A) and a cross-over to activated
dynamics (Sects. IV A and VI B). However, the description
remains qualitative since our numerical accuracy does not al-
low a strict test of basic relations among critical exponents.
We note as well that the would-be Mode Coupling tempera-
ture for H = 0.2, Td ≈ 1.22 is rather large as compared to
the de Almeida-Thouless line Tc(H = 0.2) ≈ 0.7 (see Sec-
tion IV). In this respect, we remark that a more typical value
for supercooled liquids is Td ≈ 1.1Tg (Tg is the dynamic glass
temperature where τ ∼ 1 hour).
We conclude by mentioning that a further finite-size scaling
investigation of the problem is now ongoing.
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FIG. 18. (Color online) Thermal energy E(tw), magnetic energy
W(tw) and overlap q(tw) as a function of time for L = 8, T = 0.7
and H = 0.3. We have plotted the results from a full Gaussian distri-
bution (G.), as well as discretizations with n = 2 and n = 5. Notice
that all three simulations have produced the same equilibrium values
for these observables.
Appendix A: Discretization of the Gaussian Magnetic Field
In this appendix we describe the procedure we have used
to discretize (using the Gauss-Hermite quadrature [58]) the
Gaussian magnetic field in order to implement our simula-
tions on the Janus dedicated computer (which cannot handle
non-integer arithmetic efficiently). This implementation was
introduced (but not explained in detail) in [90].
The Gauss-Hermite quadrature formula can be interpreted
as an approximation formula for probability distributions. In
fact, if we multiply either of the two distributions related in
Eq. (A1), below, by an arbitrary polynomial of order 4n −
1, and integrate this product through x ∈ (−∞,∞), identical
results are obtained [58]:
e−x
2 ≈
n∑
k=1
wk
2
[δ(x − xk) + δ(x + xk)] . (A1)
where xk are the positive zeros of the 2n-th Hermite polyno-
mial H2n(x) and the weights, wk, are given by
wk =
22n−1(2n)!√π
(2n)2H2n−1(xk)2 . (A2)
In our numerical simulations we need to compute integrals
like
O ≡ 1
H
√
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dh O(h)e− h
2
2H2 (A3)
Furthermore, the above equation can be further simplified us-
ing the gauge symmetry (2), which allows us to consider only
positive magnetic fields, so
O =
2
H
√
2π
∫ ∞
0
dh O(h)e− h
2
2H2 (A4)
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and using Eq. (A1), one can finally write
O =
2√
π
n∑
k=1
wkO(
√
2Hxk) . (A5)
We shall limit ourselves to n = 2 in Eq. (A1). Hence, the mag-
netic field for each site of the lattice is chosen independently:
with probability w˜1 = 2w1/
√
π the field is h1 =
√
2Hx1 (it
is set to h2 =
√
2Hx2 otherwise). Note that two bits per lat-
tice site are enough to code this n = 2 approximation, which
is very important given the limited memory in Janus. The
Gauss-Hermite values for n = 2 are x1 = 0.524647623275,
x2 = 1.65068012389, w1 = 0.804914090006 and w2 =
0.0813128354472 [see [58] or use Eq. (A2)].
We have tested numerically the accuracy of the n = 2-
approximation by performing some numerical tests on a small
lattice size (L = 8). Obviously, our n = 2 approximation
should fail for high magnetic fields and small lattice sizes. We
have checked that our choice is valid at least for H ≤ 0.3. In
particular, we have compared the results of simulations with
n = 2 (our choice in this work), and n = 5 with the full Gaus-
sian distribution for the following observables: energy, over-
lap and W(see Figure 18). We have checked that the differ-
ences between the observables computed at finite n and those
computed with full Gaussian magnetic field are statistically
compatible with zero.
Another strong test of our implementation is the agree-
ment in the asymptotic values of q(tw) and W(tw) in the high-
temperature phase (see Figure 2).
In conclusion: we have checked that, for the main quantities
considered in this work (computed with n = 2), the systematic
error in the approximation (A1) is smaller than our statistical
accuracy.
Appendix B: Spatial correlation functions
In this appendix we discuss three different features of the
spatial correlation functions of the d = 3 spin glass in a mag-
netic field: (i) the long distance behavior of the replicon corre-
lator (recall Section II B), (ii) the non-monotonic time behav-
ior in direct quenches (this anomaly seems to be absent from
annealing protocols), and (iii) the comparison of the replicon
and the longitudinal/anomalous correlators.
1. Long-distance behavior of the replicon propagator
As explained in Section II B, when computing the integrals
Ik, see Eq. (19), it is crucial to impose a long distance cutoff.
Otherwise, the Ik integrals become non-self-averaging objects
that can be accurately computed only with a huge number
of samples. However, one may try to correct the systematic
effects induced by the cutoff by studying the long-distance
behavior of the propagator GR. One fits the curve to a suit-
able, simple functional form and then computes by hand the
remaining part of the integral. The contribution to Ik from
r > rcutoff is usually tiny, but we prefer to monitor it. This
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FIG. 19. (Color online) Semilogarithmic plot of the equilibrium
replicon correlator GR as a function of distance r, for temperature
T = 0.9 and H = 0.2 [correlations along the lattice direction (r, 0, 0)].
The lines are fits to a single exponential, GR(r) ≈ Ae−r/ξ (A and ξ are
fitting parameters), obtained for r ≥ 15 and to GR ≈ Be−r/ξ′/r for
r ≥ 10. These two functional forms are indistinguishable for large r.
issue has been discussed at length in [19, 20], where the spin
glass without a field was studied.
Here, we show in Figure 19 that, in the temperature regime
where we manage to equilibrate the system in a field, GR(r ≫
ξ) decays exponentially. Therefore, estimating the contribu-
tion from r > rcutoff to the integrals Ik is fairly easy (the result-
ing correction is smaller than the error bar). We can include
an algebraic prefactor in the fitting function the better to fit
the small-r sector, but this is irrelevant for the tails (see Fig-
ure 19).
2. Overshooting in the direct quench
The direct quench is an idealized temperature-variation pro-
tocol: one takes a fully disordered spin glass (i.e.. T = ∞)
and places it instantaneously at the working temperature. It
is clear that, in the laboratory, temperature should vary gradu-
ally. Hence, the annealing protocols described in Section III A
are closer to the temperature variations that one can realize
experimentally. On the other hand, the direct quench is the
simplest protocol in a computer simulation.
In fact, we have found with some surprise that the non-
equilibrium behavior of the replicon correlator is rather dif-
ferent in a direct quench and in an annealing protocol. In Fig-
ure 20 we show the time evolution of the correlation length
ξ12(tw) for two temperatures in our hot annealing, the initial
one T = 1.2, and the second temperature T = 1.15. Note that
the time evolution at the very first temperature in the annealing
can be aptly described as a direct quench. Indeed, in Figure 20
we notice an overshooting of ξ(tw) in the direct quench: well
before equilibrium is reached, a maximum is found which lies
above the equilibrium correlation length. No such maximum
arises in the lower temperatures of the annealing. We have
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FIG. 20. (Color online) Time evolution of the correlation length ξ12
as computed for the replicon correlator for temperatures T = 1.2
and T = 1.15 in our hot annealing, see Section III A. Note that the
temperature step T = 1.2 can be regarded as a direct quench, while
T = 1.15 already belongs to the annealing part of the run. The max-
imum for T = 1.2, where ξ12(tw) is larger than its equilibrium value,
seems to be a generic feature of any direct quench for a spin glass in
a field in three dimensions. On the other hand, during the annealing,
the time evolution of ξ12(tw) is monotonic.
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FIG. 21. (Color online) Comparison of the non-equilibrium correla-
tor GR(r; tw) with the corresponding equilibrium value for the initial
temperature, T = 1.2, in our hot annealing (i.e., in a direct quench
run). The time tw corresponds to the maximum correlation length in
Figure 20.
checked that this overshooting is characteristic of the direct
quench, as it happens basically for all temperatures and mag-
netic fields.
We can look at this overshooting in greater detail in Fig-
ure 21, where we compare the equilibrium GR(r) with the non-
equilibrium GR(r; tw) at the tw corresponding to the maximum
in Figure 20. The two correlators are remarkably featureless
as a function of r, but the overshooting effect is also clear from
GR(r).
3. The anomalous/longitudinal sector
The longitudinal/anomalous correlator defined in Eq. (15)
appears naturally in the analysis of the mean-field approx-
imation [24]. To the best of our knowledge, the longitudi-
nal/anomalous correlator has not been studied in three spatial
dimensions, in the presence of a field. We recall that from
these correlators, one may obtain associated susceptibilities,
see Eq. (16).
We showed in Figure 13 that the replicon susceptibility
grows significantly upon lowering the temperature, while the
longitudinal/anomalous susceptibility does not. However,
when looking at the plot of χ, which is a spatial integral of
G, we are losing information on the shape of the correlation
function.
Here we perform a more detailed comparison of both corre-
lators by studying their ratio as a function of r in Fig. 22, left.
GL/GR was computed at the longest time available, i.e., as
close as possible to thermal equilibrium. We identify two dif-
ferent regimes, at high and low temperatures. At high temper-
atures, GL/GR decreases exponentially in r, see the right panel
in Fig. 22. In fact, barring unavoidable differences on the al-
gebraic prefactors, GL(r)/GR(r) ∝ exp[ − r ( 1ξL − 1ξR )]. Hence
the exponential decrease in Fig. 22–right implies ξR > ξL. On
the other hand, at the lowest temperatures that we reach, i.e.,
T = 0.4 and 0.6, GL/GR becomes essentially constant at large
r, suggesting that the correlation length is the same for both
correlators. This is quite surprising: if a de Almeida-Thouless
line exists one expects 0 < ξL/ξR < 1 as we approach it.
There is no obvious reason for the two correlation lengths to
be equal.
However, the above could be too hasty a conclusion. The
reader might be surprised (as we were) by the non-monotonic
temperature behavior in the left panel of Fig. 22. One may
note that we are mixing thermalized and non-equilibrium data
in that figure, which may confuse the situation. An example
of the time evolution is shown in the left-panel of Fig. 23.
Clearly, at T = 1 we have still not reached thermal equilibrium
within our time scale. Once this is understood, we proceed to
extrapolate to infinite time as
GL(r, ttot)
GR(r, ttot) =
GL(r, ttot = ∞)
GR(r, ttot = ∞) +
A(r)
txtot
. (B1)
In the above equation, the exponent x was allowed to depend
on r and T (we found that it barely depended on r for a given
temperature). We were able to carry out this extrapolation
safely down to temperature T = 1.0, see right panel in Fig. 23.
In the limit of long times, the ratio of propagators does de-
crease exponentially with r, which confirms that ξR > ξL (at
least down to temperature T = 1.0, for H = 0.1 and H = 0.2,
and assuming that the algebraic prefactors in the ratio GL/GR
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FIG. 22. (Color online) Comparison of the replicon and the longitudinal propagator for H = 0.1. Data from the longest tw at each temperature
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